In recent years, we have witnessed the rapid development of deep neural networks and distributed representations in natural language processing. However, the applications of neural networks in resume parsing lack systematic investigation. In this study, we proposed an end-to-end pipeline for resume parsing based on neural networks-based classifiers and distributed embeddings. This pipeline leverages the position-wise line information and integrated meanings of each text block. The coordinated line classification by both line type classifier and line label classifier effectively segment a resume into predefined text blocks. Our proposed pipeline joints the text block segmentation with the identification of resume facts in which various sequence labelling classifiers perform named entity recognition within labelled text blocks. Comparative evaluation of four sequence labelling classifiers confirmed BLSTM-CNNs-CRF's superiority in named entity recognition task. Further comparison among three publicized resume parsers also determined the effectiveness of our text block classification method.
INTRODUCTION
The recent decade witnessed the rapid evolution of recruitment from traditional job fairs to webbased e-recruiting platforms. The resume is a formal document used by the job seekers to exhibit their experiences and capabilities to the Human Resources of the targeted companies or head-hunters for landing their desired jobs. Statistical analytics shows that the well-known 3rdparty e-recruiting portals, i.e., Monster.com, and LinkedIn.com, are inundated by more than 300 million personal resumes uploaded every year. The vast amounts of personal data draw attention from the researchers because of its immense potential applications, i.e., resume routing, resume ontology creation, automatic database construction, applicants modelling, and resume management. Most e-recruiting portals require the job seekers to reformat their resumes according to their specified formats during the profile creation. However, the applicants often upload the resumes onto the portals' repositories that are under their compositions. The diverse formats include varying font size, font colour, font type, and typesetting.
The applicants usually compose the resumes in structured tables or plain texts. Moreover, the writing styles diversify across different resumes exemplified by various synonyms or word combinations for the same section titles and the arbitrary order to arrange the text blocks. Besides, job seekers save their resumes in different file types, i.e., txt, pdf, and Docx. The uncertainties associated with the resume layouts pose a significant challenge to an efficient resume parsing and reduce the accuracy for subsequent candidate recommendation. A common consequence will be that most job seekers fail to understand why their resumes not getting shortlisted. The reason could be the format of their resumes rather than their qualifications.
A typical resume usually adopts a document-level hierarchical structure where correlative concepts occur within the discrete text blocks. The job seekers arrange the text blocks of varying information categories in consecutive arbitrary order. The general information categories include personal contacts, career objective, self-evaluation, education background, work experiences, project experiences, professional & language skills, interests & hobbies, honours & achievements, leadership, publications, and referrers. Based on the specific text blocks, we can extract detailed facts, i.e., the phone number in personal contacts or the graduate school in education background. The left panel and right panel of Figure 1 show a representative resume composed in plain text and structured table, respectively. As shown in the left panel, the resume based on plain text adopts a hierarchical structure. The table resume, as shown in the right panel, displays the resume information in tabular form. For small items, i.e., name, Tel, and Email, the table columns usually arrange them in even number in order to form the keyvalue pairs. For large items, i.e., Publications and Work Experience, the titles typically span the whole columns with the detailed description listed in the next row. The order to arrange the text blocks is not fixed but follows some conventional rules. For example, the resume usually places the personal information at the top header with referrers at the footnotes. The middle panel shows an XML-formatted structured data after information extraction. The extracted items of the XML file will be transformed into a standard format for database storage or front-end rendering.
We normalize the resume parsing process by focusing on six general information fields. These general information fields are personal information, education, work experience, project experience, professional skills, and publications. We assume these fields quintessentially reflects the talent and experience of a person. Other trivial information, i.e., interests & hobbies, leadership, and referrers, vary across different resumes which are not covered in our research. Table 1 summarizes the six general information fields and the nineteen specific information fields. Most mainstream resume parsers utilize keywords to segment resumes into text blocks first. Based on each text block, detailed facts can then be derived through different features combination, i.e., lexicon features, text features, visual features, and features conjunction. Our research proposes a neural network-based approach for resume parsing that does not require extra feature engineering. Our study makes three innovative contributions to resume information extraction as follows:
 First, we present a novel approach for resume text block segmentation based on position-wise line information and integrated word representations within each text block. Our proposed approach employs neural network-based text classifiers and distributed embeddings. Distributed representations of words alleviate the data sparseness and conveys meaningful syntactic and semantic regularities. Our proposed method dramatically facilitates the evaluation of various neural networks-based text classifiers by waiving the labour-intensive process of constructing hand-crafted features. The coordination between the line type and the line label classifications effectively segments a resume into text blocks according to predefined labels. Quantitative comparison between five proposed text classifiers determined Attention BLSTM's superiority in text block classification and robustness over both short and long sentences (Zhou et al. 2016 ). Comparative evaluation among three publicized resume parsers also confirmed the effectiveness of our text block classification approach.
 Second, we present an end-to-end resume information extraction pipeline that connects the text block classification with the resume facts identification. Comparative evaluation of four neural networks-based sequence labelling classifiers indicated that BLSTM-CNNs-CRF was effective in performing named entity recognition task [2] . Based on our proposed resume information extraction pipeline, we developed an online resume parser that functions well in practice. We also show how to build an online resume information extraction system by presenting its systematic architecture.
 Third, aside from BLSTM-CNNs-CRF, most neural networks-based sequence labelling classifiers require extra engineered features to complement the word vectors. We speculated that the CNN layer of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF naturally played a role in text feature extraction. We performed the ablation experiment by removing the CNN layer from BLSTM-CNNs-CRF. The truncated BLSTM-CNNs-CRF achieved sequence labelling performance that was comparable to Bi-LSTM-CRF without text features. Finally, we carried out a comparative evaluation of different word embeddings testifying that the word representations were indispensable for named entity recognition. Figure 1 . The left and right panels show a representative resume in plain text and structured table, respectively. The personal information, education, work experience, project experience, skill, and publication are outlined by the green box, the red box, the blue box, the yellow box, the cyan box, and the violet box, respectively. The middle panel is the generated XML structured data after resume parsing. 
RELATED WORKS
The resumes accessible from the Internet can be classified into two categories: the free plain texts and structured marked-up texts. The Information extraction algorithms primarily designed for plain texts tend to avoid any generalization over structured marked-up texts. It is because these algorithms are based on lexicons and grammars and do not make use of the extralinguistic elements such as the HTML tags. On the other hand, the Information extraction algorithms designed for structured marked-up texts are ineffective over plain texts. It is because they are unable to overcome the data sparseness because of the high flexibility of natural language.
Resume Parsing Based On Plain Text
Approaching the resume information as a hierarchical structure rather than a flat structure, Yu et al. presented a semantic-based cascaded hybrid model for resume entity extraction [3] . In the first pass, the Hidden Markov model (HMM) segmented a resume into consecutive blocks of diverse information types [3] . Then based on the classification, the second pass used HMM to extract the detailed educational information and SVM to obtain the detailed personal information [3] . By treating the resume information as a flat structure, Chen et al. proposed a two-step resume information extraction algorithm [4] . One novel contribution was the introduction of a syntax feature, the Writing Style, to model each sentence of a resume [4] . In the first step, lines of raw text were classified into semi-structured text blocks [4] . In the second step, the algorithm utilized the naïve Bayes classif ier to identify facts from the text blocks based on the Writing Style [4] . Forgoing the step of segmenting the resumes into text blocks, Chen et al. later presented a knowledge extraction framework for resumes parsing based on text classifiers [5] . Chen et al. classified the composition of each text line into three labels: Simple, Key-Value, and Complex [5] . The resulting semi-structured data was then utilized to extract facts with text classifiers [5] . Han et al. proposed a Support Vector Machine based metadata extraction [6] . This method performed independent line classification followed by an iterative contextual line classification to improve the classification accuracy using the neighbour lines' predicted labels [6] . The structured pattern of the data, the domain-specific word clustering, and feature normalization improved the metadata extraction performance [6] . In many situations, the resumes also present themselves in tabular form. The complex and ambiguous [7] . PROSPECT is a recruitment support system that allows the screeners to quickly select candidates based on specified filtering criteria or combinations of multiple queries [8] .
PROSPECT's resume parser is comprised of three parts: Table Analyzer (TA), Resume Segmenter (RS), and Concept Recognizer (CR) [8] . TA is responsible for structurally dissecting tables into categories and extracting information from them [8] . RS segments resume into predefined, homogeneous, consecutive textual blocks [8] . The segmented textual sections are then parsed by CRF-based extractors to derive named entities [8] . AIDAS is an intelligent approach to interpret logical document structures from PDF documents [9] . Based on the shallow grammars, AIDAS assigns a set of functions to each layout object. These functions incrementally fragment each layout object into smaller objects via a bottom-up fashion until every item is annotated by a domain ontology [9] . In terms of keywords-based resume parsing, Maheshwari et al. built a query to improve the efficiency of candidate ranking by filtering specific skill types and values [10] . The skill information was employed to extract Skill Type Feature Set (STFS) and Skill Value Feature Set (SVFS) [10] . The Degree of Specialness (DS) can be calculated on these two feature sets to screen out the most suitable candidates.
Resume Parsing based on Websites
Since most 3rd-party recruitment portals use web pages to exhibit the resumes, the researchers also investigate various parsing techniques for web-related resumes. Ji et al. applied a tag tree algorithm to extract records and schema from resume web pages based on the Document Object Model (DOM) [11] . In DOM, the internal nodes represent the attributes, while the leaf nodes consist of the detailed facts. This algorithm parses different web pages into the tag trees from which the tag tree templates can be generated via a cost-based tree similarity metric [11] . The tag tree templates can parse exclusive contents from each resume [11] . The facts can be derived from the exclusive contents by finding repeated patterns or heuristic rules [11] . EXPERT is one of the existing resume recommendation systems that leverage the ontology to model the profiles of job seekers [12] . This system constructs the ontology documents for the features of collected resumes and job postings, respectively [12] . Then EXPERT retrieves the eligible candidates by mapping the job requirement ontology onto the candidate ontology via similarity measurement [12] . Cravegna et al. presented a rule-based adaptive parser for web-related text based on Learning Pattern by Language Processing (LP)2 algorithm [13, 14] . This algorithm learns rules by generalizing over a set of instances in a training corpus marked by XML tags [13, 14] . This algorithm performs training by inducing a set of tagging rules, followed by tagging imprecision correction [13, 14] . The shallow NLP is utilized to generalize rules beyond the flat word sequences since it limits the data sparseness and solves the overfitting issue [13, 14] .
NEURAL NETWORKS-BASED RESUME PARSING ALGORITHM

Text Block Segmentation
Whereas most job seekers composed their resumes with diverse formats, they usually order the text blocks by following the conventional rule. The job seekers typically place their personal information at the top part, followed by education background, work experience, project experience, professional skills, and publications. Besides that, the items of integrating meanings are normally grouped within each text block. The position-wise line information and correlated word representations within each text block provide vital clues for text block segmentation. However, most prevalent resume parsers use tools such as Tika to obliterate the layout information during the pre-processing step and perform text block classification on the extracted text using regular expressions or hand-crafted rules. One disadvantage of format removal is that significant amounts of positional information are lost which is supposed to provide extra discrimination. Another shortcoming is that the regular expressions and hand-crafted rules cannot generalize well if not properly defined, resulting in limited usage of these methods. The machine learning methods, however, are robust and adaptable, usually achieving higher recalls than fuzzy keyword matching. By leveraging the resumes' layout information and integrated word representations within each text block, we proposed a novel text block classification method based on neural networks dispensing the feature construction step required by machine learning algorithms such as SVM and naïve Bayes. Three reasons motivate us to propose this model. First, neural network-based feature extraction outperforms hand-crafted features in capturing more semantics from texts, i.e., contextual information and word order in texts and suffering less from the data sparseness problem. Second, word embeddings served as "universal feature extractors" can better represent words than human-designed features. Third, pre-trained word embeddings are convenient to use. The text classifiers only need to fine-tune the hyperparameters for the specific downstream classification tasks after applying to the word vectors.
Our proposed text block classification method trains two kinds of line classifiers, a line type classifier, and a line label classifier. The line type classifier roughly divides the resumes into general sections based on four types of generic layouts, which are header, content, metadata, and footer. The header occupies the topmost part of a document usually containing the page numbers, the company logos, the section titles, and the communication addresses. In resumes, job seekers usually include their personal information at the top header. The content is the resume entity. The metadata is about the file-specific information, including authors, file creators, file creation date, file modification date, and producers. The footer occupies the bottom part of a document usually containing the page numbers and the referrers.
The rough segmentation is further refined by exquisite line label classification based on six general information fields: personal, education, work, project, skill, and publication. We expect the coordinated line classification performed by these two classifiers will generate contiguous line label clusters. In each line cluster, the neighbor lines share the same line labels indicative of boundaries for text blocks.
To feed the training dataset with appropriate format into the neural network, we converted the line lists in the text resumes into word vectors. To realize this, we built the pre-trained word embeddings specific for the resume-related domain. The sentences from all collected resumes were gathered by concatenating the line lists from all text resumes. We unified the sentence punctuations by replacing different kinds of punctuations with spaces. The total number of sentences amounted to 75000. We utilized the Word2Vec [19] model from the gensim tool as the default model to train word embeddings by applying to the sentence collections or corpora essentially. Other word representation models were also evaluated, such as GloVe [20] , and BERT [21] . These embeddings would be fine-tuned during training. We set the word embeddings dimension to 300 and saved the generated word embeddings as .bin file. We iteratively split each line to retrieve the line type, line label, and the line content based on the tab spaces. After removing the stop words, every word in line segments was tokenized and transformed into word vector by looking up its vocabulary index in word embeddings where ranged from 0 to . The sentence-level word vectors were represented as where the T was the sentence length. We placed various text classifiers on top of the word vectors to optimize their hyper-parameters in accordance with the predefined categories. To classify each line into the correct category, we considered five text classifiers with a summary for each one as follows.
 Text-CNN. To perform line classification, a simple CNN was trained with its one convolutional layer to sit on top of word vectors [22] . We kept the word vectors static and optimized other parameters according to the predefined categories through backpropagation [22] . Text-CNN used fixed-size windows to capture contextual features and max-pooling layers to determine discriminative features on feature maps [22] . The sliding of the convolutional kernel resembled the n-grams in a sense that the multi-scales n-grams correspond to different window sizes [22] .
 RCNN. When learning word representations, RCNN used its bi-directional recurrent structure to capture more contextual information compared to the traditional windowbased CNN. RCNN also preserved CNN's discriminative capability by using its maxpooling layers to determine key semantic factors in a text [23] .
 Adversarial LSTM. Adversarial training and virtual adversarial training have been proven to be effective regularization strategies. Miyato et al. applied perturbations to the initial pre-trained word embeddings in conventional LSTM [24] . We expected that adversarial training and virtual adversarial training improved not only the model's robustness against overfitting but also the quality of the original word embeddings after training the modified LSTM [24] .
 Attention BLSTM. Since the unidirectional LSTM only processes the word sequences in a forward pass, Bi-LSTM compensates for this disadvantage by introducing a second SLTM layer [1] . For each word, the two hidden states flow in opposite directions outputting a concatenated hidden state. As a result, the contextual information from the past and the future can be learned [1] . Besides, an attention mechanism was involved in capturing the most decisive words in a sentence for text classification by merging wordlevel features into a sentence-level feature vector through weight vector multiplication [1] .
 Transformer. The transformer is a sequence transduction model connecting the encoder and the decoder through a Multi-Head Attention mechanism to draw global dependencies between input and output [25] . Self-attention correlates different parts of a single sequence in order to compute a sentence representation [25] . The number of operations for relaying signals from two arbitrary input is a constant number admitting parallel computing [25] . It is worth noting that the transformer should be placed on top of the one-hot positional embeddings rather than the word embeddings.
Resume Facts Identification
Text Sequence Labelling
The coordination between line type classification and line label classification can determine the boundaries for text blocks. Our subsequent task is to derive facts from each text block via named entity recognition (NER). NER tags phrases in a sentence with predefined named entity keys such as street addresses, university/graduate school names, majors, degrees, departments, company names, job positions, computer skills, and language names. A massive effort has been taken to collect the standard dictionaries for the named entities. We obtained the data from various media on the Internet. The accredited university/graduate school names, the degrees conferred, and the registered majors can be acquired from the official websites of the Ministry of Education. The gazetteers are updated by the Civil Administration department regularly. The Industrial and Commercial Bureau curates the official company names while job position names and computer skills can be extracted from the websites of the 3rd-party recruitment portals. The collected named entity features were used to train our sequence labelling classifiers with BIO annotation. When the classifiers performed the NER, the classifiers assigned a probability distribution to each phrase on different classes. To map the named entity candidates to the standard attribute names, we employed the k-means algorithm to cluster the identified named entities by computing the cosine similarities between them based on Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF).
In our study, we evaluated four prevalent sequence labelling classifiers, namely Bi-LSTM-CRF [29] , Bi-GRU-CRF [30] , IDCNN-CRF [31] , and BLSTM-CNNs-CRF [2] in terms of NER performance and decoding speed. A summary for each classifier is as follows.  BLSTM-CNNs-CRF. BLSTM-CNNs-CRF is an end-to-end neural network for sequence labelling requiring no engineered features or data pre-processing beyond word vectors. The model makes use of both word-level and character-level representation that will be fed into the bi-directional LSTM to model context information of each word. The CRF then uses the output from the BLSTM to jointly predict labels for the whole sequence. 
Text Features
Bi-LSTM-CRF, Bi-GRU-CRF, IDCNN-CRF can also use text features as input besides the word vectors. Text features capture variations of the word itself. In this section, we describe various text features that we extracted to complement the word vectors for NER performance.
The text features used in our research are as follows:
• We extracted 30K text features for the NER task. In the process of training models, we treated the text features the same as the word vectors. Therefore, the input of networks contained both word vectors and text features. Zhiheng Huang reported that the direct connections from word spelling and context features to the output layer expedited the training process without compromising the sequence labelling accuracy [29] . In our study, we also employed this feature connection technique to connect text features with the CRF output layer directly to avoid potential feature collisions. Figure 2 provides an instance to illustrate the feature connection. The input word sequences are "Programmers use Python at Google" where "Programmers," "Python," and "Google" are three named entities to be identified. We used standard BIO format to annotate the NER where B-stands for Beginning-, I-stands for Inside-, and O stands for Others. Instead of feeding the features into the forward LSTM/GRU layer like the word vectors (solid straight arrow), a direct connection between the text features and the CRF output layer is made (dotted curved arrows). Whereas we allow for full connections between features and outputs, this direct connection accelerates the training of the classifiers without losing the sequence labelling accuracy.
Resume Information Extraction Approach
By consolidating the concepts from text block classification and resume facts identification, we present the whole procedure for resume information extraction. Figure 3 illustrates the pipeline for our proposed resume parsing algorithm. Suppose we crawl down a resume from the Internet, we use the pdfminer and docx tools to convert it into the text file by removing all the layouts. We implement data cleaning on the text resume by unifying different punctuations, removing stop words, and low-frequency words. After that, we append each line of the text resume to a line list. We iteratively convert the lines from the line list into the word vectors. We tokenize every word from each line and map it into the word vector by looking up its vocabulary index in the pre-trained word embeddings. For line type and line label classification, the input of the line type and line label classifiers do not require any engineered features beyond the word vectors. The line type classifier will categorize each line into four generic layouts. The line label classifier further refines the rough classification by classifying each line into six general information fields. This classification cascade will generate successive line clusters with shared labels indicative of the boundaries for text blocks. As a result, we segment a new resume into text blocks with predefined labels. For resume facts identification, we iteratively apply the sequence labelling classifiers to the word vectors of each text block in conjunction with the text features we design in advance. The sequence labelling classifiers will identify any named entities they can recognize. To match the named entities to the standard attribute names, the kmeans algorithm is used to do attribute clustering by computing the TFIDF-based cosine similarities between the named entity candidates. After that, every named entity in clusters will be assigned a standard attribute name. At this point, we parse the detailed resume information as structured data. Finally, we transform the key-value pairs from the identified named entities to an XML file for front-end rendering or database storage. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Dataset Setup and Evaluation Metrics
To train our proposed line classifiers, we collected 5000 English resumes as our data set. To obtain the vast amount of personal data, we developed a crawler to crawl resumes of diverse formats from the English version of zhaopin.com (https://www.zhaopin.com), the largest recruitment portal in China. The collected resumes covered multiple industries. 4000 resumes were in pdf format with 1000 resumes in Microsoft Docx format. We utilized the pdfminer and docx tools to convert the pdf resumes, and Docx resumes into txt files, respectively. After that, we cleaned the txt files by replacing extra carriage return with empty space. The generated text resumes will remove any visual layouts from their original ones.
We developed a custom-make line annotation GUI as shown in Figure 4 . This line annotation tool annotates each line with two categories, one for line type and one for line label. After line annotation was finished, the annotation tool saved the results as .txt files. Each line contained the line type, the line label, and the line content separated by tabs. We split the prepared dataset with 3/4 of them reserved for training and others for testing. In term of classification validation, we applied four-fold cross-validation on the training dataset.
In NLP application, precision and recall are commonly adopted to measure the performance of the classifiers. We define the Precision (P) as the proportion of all named entities that the classifiers recognize to be correct. We define the Recall (R) as the percentage of the correct named entities recognition that the classifiers achieve. The two metrics can be deemed as a measure of completeness and correctness, respectively. The F-1 measure is defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It lies between the precision and recall. In our study, we used these three metrics to evaluate our proposed classifiers. 
Implementation of Web-based Resume Parser
Based on our proposed resume information extraction approach, we developed a Django-based resume information extraction system installed at our big data computing institute for resumes collection and statistical analysis. Thus far, we have realized three useful functions. They are resume information extraction, reformatted resume downloading, and resume filtering. We utilized the MySQL clusters for structured data storage, i.e., the operating records of the users, the resumes uploading timestamps. The resume crawler executed a night job in charging of crawling down thousands of resumes from designated recruitment portals. The system stored the original resumes in the HDFS file system with their file information curated in MySQL Clusters indexed by their resume IDs. The Django framework is based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) model. When a registered client initiates his/her resume parsing request, the application server will pass the inquired resume ID onto the MySQL Clusters. If the MySQL clusters have previous parsing records for the inquired resume, the application server will ask for the previous parsing results from the Mongo database. For every resume, we store the extracted key-value pairs in the Mongo database as one document. The diversification of the identified named entities across different resumes makes it impossible for storing the extracted information in structured tables. The controller will use the retrieved parsing results for front-end rendering. If the MySQL clusters do not have previous parsing records, the HDFS file system will return the inquired original resume. The system will employ the proposed resume information extraction algorithm to parse the resume and save the results in MongoDB. For resume filtering module, we created a full-text index to enable text search on candidate resumes. The Lucene is an opensource text search engine specific for creating a full-text index over resumes. In similar to webbased template rendering, we can also reformat the original resumes into standard formats by rendering the predefined Docx template. Figure 5 shows a descriptive system architectural network for our online resume parser. Figure 5 . The systematic architecture for our web-based parser 5. RESULTS
5.1.Evaluation of Text Block Segmentation
With regards to line type classification, overall, the four generic layouts can be differentiated from each other with high classification accuracy by the five proposed text classifiers. Figure 6 shows the comparative analysis of the five text classifiers based on the line type classification. The reason for overall superior classification performance is that the four generic layouts occupy different positions in a resume. We noticed that all five text classifiers predicted the content with slightly lower recalls and F-1 measures. The reason could be that many job seekers use the header to make their personal contacts more noticeable. Hence, the lines supposed to be in the content were wrongfully classified to be in the header. As shown in Figure 6 , Attention BLSTM outperformed other text classifiers by achieving a F-1 measure of 0.96, 0.93, 0.96, and 0.97 for header, content, metadata and footer, respectively.
With regards to line label classification for the six general information fields, Figure 7 shows the comparative analysis of five proposed text classifiers based on the line label classification. We draw three conclusions on the performance of the evaluated text classifiers. The first conclusion is that Attention BLSTM and Adversarial LSTM outperform other classifiers in classifying long sentences with higher recalls and F-1 measures. This observation was made by classifying long sentences in work experience, project experience, and publication. As shown in Figure 7 , for the work experience, Attention BLSTM yielded a recall of 0.80 with an F-1 measure of 0.82, whereas Text-CNN achieved a recall of 0.70 with an F-1 measure of 0.73. For the project experience, Attention BLSTM obtained a recall of 0.81 with an F-1 measure of 0.83 while Text-CNN yielded a recall of 0.71 with an F-1 measure of 0.74. The performance of Adversarial LSTM and Attention LSTM was comparable. Compared to paragraphs, lines are of short or medium lengths which are not long enough to provide contextual information from previous and future states. The second conclusion is that for short phrases such as detailed personal information, Text-CNN outperforms the other text classifiers because of the independent occurrence of detailed information. Text-CNN can better capture the semantic of short phrases by utilizing its discriminative window to learn the character-level representations of the words. As shown in Figure 7 , Text-CNN achieved a recall of 0.84 with an F-1 measure of 0.88 for personal information block whereas Attention BLSTM yielded a recall of 0.82 with an F1-measure of 0.86 which are slightly lower. The third conclusion is that RCNN achieves better classification performance over Text-CNN in terms of long sentences. It is because the RCNN applies a recurrent structure to capture more contextual information compared to traditional window-based CNN. Notably, RCNN's recurrent structure does not depend on window-related convolutional kernels. The classification performance of Transformer was mediocre. We suspect the reason could be a reduced resolution due to averaging attentionweighted positions. Attention BLSTM eclipsed other text classifiers by achieving a F-1 measure of 0.86, 0.84, 0.82, 0.83, 0.86, and 0.85 for personal, educational, work, project, skills and publications, respectively. Given Attention BLSTM's favourable classification performance and strong robustness against both short and long sentences, we decided to use Attention BLSTM to segment text blocks in practical implementation. Table 2 shows the comparative results for the resume facts identification performed by four proposed sequence labelling classifiers. For personal information, the person names have distinct spelling characteristics usually containing the first names and the last names with two capitalized initials. This feature explains its high F-1 measures. In terms of addresses, we typically write addresses conforming to the conventional rule with specific addresses at front and zip code at last. The enriched variation within its long sentence accounts for its subtly decreased F-1 measures. The phone numbers and email addresses have distinct patterns. The phone numbers contain a fixed number of digits with area codes placed in parenthesis. We inevitably write the email addresses with a username followed by a symbol "@" and a domain name. These format constraints explain why these two fields have relatively high F-1 measures. For the school names and the degrees, these fields are relatively fixed such that their F-1 measures are comparatively high. However, the writing formats for these fields can be different. For instance, some job seekers prefer to use the acronym to designate their Alma Maters. However, our collected named entity dictionaries did not include the abbreviations of school names, causing some of them missed by the classifiers. The same also applied to the degree name since graduate students frequently write M.S. rather than Master of Science. Compared to the school names, the major names have reduced F-1 measures since names for the same majors may vary at different schools. In China, colleges use bioscience and biotechnology interchangeably to designate the biology major. The F-1 measures for the graduate date are significantly reduced due to its enriched variations, such as 2010-05-19, 05/19/2010, and 2010/05/19. In terms of company name, most job seekers write their ex-employer names in full names for web cross references. Under this circumstance, the company names can be retrieved from the collected named entity dictionaries with high similarities. The job titles are hard to identify because they largely depend on the requirement of the employers. For the same position, different companies may use different job titles that are harmful to correct recognition. The F-1 measures for job description are relatively higher than job title because the job description consists of successive long sentences. These sentences are longer than others and full of technical details such as symbols and digits. These characteristics facilitate the classification of the job description. The only challenge in classifying the job description is to determine the beginning and end of the description. The reason for low F-1 measures of work period is the same as the graduate date. The project experience and work experience share the same writing format. The F-1 measures of project title, project description, and project period resemble the F-1 measures of job title, job description, and job period, respectively. The language and computer skills are similar to university and degree since they are fixed in collected named entity dictionaries. Therefore, their F-1 measures are relatively high. When the reference is considered, it also has a distinct writing pattern. The scholars usually adopt the Harvard/Vancouver system to prepare their references. The writing format for references is authors followed by publication year, article title, journal title, volume number, and page numbers. This regex rule explains its high F-1 measures.
Evaluation of Resume Facts Identification
It is worth noting that Bi-LSTM-CRF, the Bi-GRU-CRF, and the IDCNN-CRF also employed the text features to recognize named entities. BLSTM-CNNs-CRF only utilized the word vectors for sequence labelling [2] . Based on the comparative analysis of the four sequence labelling systems, we made three conclusions. First, overall, BLSTM-CNNs-CRF outperformed the other three sequence labelling classifiers. It is because BLSTM-CNNs-CRF uses the concatenation of word vectors and character representations to model context information of each word [2] . Compared to Chinese characters, an English word is comprised of letters of finer granularity [33] . CNNs can effectively extract morphological information (such as the prefix or suffix of a word) from word characters and convolute it into neural representations. Our experimental data confirm the conclusion made by Ma et al. that character-level representations are essential for sequence labelling tasks [2] . Second, the greedy ID-CNN outperformed both Bi-LSTM and Bi-GRU when paired with Viterbi-decoding. The reason is that ID-CNNs are better token encoders than Bi-LSTMs at representing broad context without losing resolution [31] . ID-CNNs stack dilated convolutions of increasing width to incorporate global context from a whole document [31] . ID-CNNs can learn a feature function better suited for representing large text, in contrast with Bi-LSTM that encodes long memories of sequences [31] . Third, Bi-GRU slightly outperformed Bi-LSTM in our NER task when paired with the CRF. Both LSTM and GRU are variants of RNN capable of modelling long-term dependencies and solving gradient vanishing or exploding [32] . Because our dataset was not large and Bi-GRU had fewer hyper-parameters to optimize, it was easier for Bi-GRU to reach convergence compared to Bi-LSTM [32] .
With regards to the decoding speed, we set the decoding speed of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF to be the baseline and compared the decoding speeds of various classifiers to that of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF. We found out IDCNN-CRF had the fastest decoding speed. When executing sequence labelling, LSTMs require time complexity on sentences of length ɴ under GPU parallelism. For IDCNN-CRF, however, the per-token logits produced by fixed-length convolutions enable predictions to be run in parallel across entire documents. The reason why Bi-GRU-CRF was faster than Bi-LSTM-CRF is that GRU had a simpler structure and fewer hyper-parameters to optimize. 
BLSTM-CNNS-CRF's CNN Layer is an Effective Text Feature Extractor
Most neural networks-based sequence labelling systems utilize various features to augment rather than replace the word vectors. We managed to run the ablation study to testify that the CNN layer of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF naturally serves as the text feature extractor. The automatic extraction of text features simulates the processing of constructing various text features manually. We applied Bi-LSTM-CRF solely on the word vectors and calculated the F-1 measures for identifying various resume facts. We also removed the CNN layer from BLSTM-CNNs-CRF and let the truncated classifier perform the NER. Table 3 shows the results for the ablation experiment. We discover that the sequence labelling performance of Bi-LSTM-CRF without text features was comparable to that of the truncated BLSTM-CNNs-CRF. We choose some fields to explain our observation since we have discussed most of them in the previous section. In terms of the phone number, we designed a text feature, all letters are digits, that can account for its unique textual characteristics. Therefore, after we removed this text feature, the F-1 measures for phone number identification were significantly reduced. When the computer skill is considered, the text features, starts with a capitalized letter, and mix with letters and digits, contribute to its recognition. However, when these two text features were removed, the sequence labelling performance of Bi-LSTM-CRF was vastly degraded. In terms of email addresses, we designed the text feature, whether has symbols, to capture its distinct format. When we removed this text feature, Bi-LSTM-CRF had decreased NER performance. Given that the NER performance of Bi-LSTM-CRF was on par with that of the truncated BLSTM-CNNs-CRF, we conclude that CNN is an effective approach to extract text features or characterlevel information of a word. 
Comparative Evaluation between Four Resume Parsers
In this section, we mainly focus on comparing the text block classification performance of our resume parser to that of three publicly published resume parsers in terms of personal information, education, and work experience. Literature only provides the F1-measures for these three text blocks. These three resume parsers are PROSPECT [8] , CHM [3] , and Writing-Style [4] . Table 4 illustrates the F-1 measures for comparative evaluation between four resume parsers. PROSPECT, developed by IBM Research in India, aims at screening the resumes of software engineers and shortlisting the appropriate candidates for IT companies. The resumes of IT professionals always cover a shortlist of major and degree types. CHM, developed by Microsoft Research, employs HMM to segment the entire resume into consecutive blocks in the first pass. In the second pass, CHM utilizes HMM to extract detailed education information and SVM to recognize detailed personal information. Writing-Style, developed by Beijing Institute of Technology, employs the Writing Style syntactic feature to identify the appropriate blocks of the semi-structured text and different items from the same block. Overall, our proposed approach outperformed Writing-Style and CHM With regards to the classification of personal, education, and work experience. We reason it is the position-wise line information and integrated meaning of individual block that account for its superiority in text block classification. The automatic extraction of text features by neural networks can better capture the semantic features for text block delimitation. The only exception was the outstanding F-1 measure achieved by PROSPECT for education background. The reason is that PROSPECT exclusively gears toward the IT professionals resulting in limited selections of majors and degrees that help increase the precision and the recall of the classifier. 
Comparative Evaluation of Different Word Embeddings
In this section, we performed a comparative study to confirm the importance of pre-trained word embeddings. We compared four algorithms for words representations, which are randomized initialization, Word2Vec [19] , GloVe [20] , and BERT [21] . Using a simple singlelayer architecture, Word2Vec can train both CBOW and Skip-gram models on corpora by preserving the linear regularities among words [19] . Word2Vec can capture very subtle semantic relationships between words such as a city and the country it belongs to [19] . In our research, we used the Skip-gram to model the local context of a word. GloVe is a global logbilinear regression model that leverages both matrix factorization and local context window [20] . GloVe makes use of the global corpus statistics while simultaneously capturing the meaningful linear substructures prevalent in Word2Vec [20] . Thus far, BERT is the most advanced word representation algorithm which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers [21] . BERT uses masked language models to train deep bidirectional representation of words by jointly conditioning on both left and right corpora context [21] . Table 5 shows the average F-1 measures for resume facts identification achieved by BLSTM-CNNS-CRF based on these four kinds of word embeddings. The result in Table 5 indicates that the pre-trained word embeddings are indispensable for the downstream NER task. BLSTM-CNNS-CRF using pre-trained word embeddings obtained a significant classification improvement over the one using randomized initialization. For different pre-trained embeddings, Google's BERT 300 dimensional embeddings achieved the best results on the NER task. However, Word2Vec's performance was not as good as GloVe and BERT. There are two reasons which can explain its poor performance. First, Word2Vec rarely utilizes the statistics of the corpus since they train on local context windows instead of on global cooccurrence counts [20] . Second, Word2Vec embeddings are trained in a case-sensitive manner, excluding many common symbols such as punctuations and digits, resulting in vocabulary mismatch [20] . 
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we systematically studied the resume information extraction based on the latest techniques in NLP. Most prevalent resume parsers use regular expression or fuzzy keyword matching to segment the resumes into consecutive text blocks. Based on each text block, various machine learning classifiers like SVM and naïve Baye s perform resume facts identification. In our study, we proposed a novel end-to-end pipeline for resume information extraction based on distributed embeddings and neural networks-based classifiers. This pipeline dispenses the time-consuming process of constructing various hand-crafted features manually. The second contribution we made is a new approach for text block segmentation. This approach incorporates both position-wise line information and integrated meanings within each text block. Compared to hand-crafted features, the automatic feature extraction by neural networks can better capture the subtle semantic features for delimiting the text blocks. Quantitative comparison between five proposed text classifiers suggested that Attention BLSTM was effective in text block classification and robust over both short and long sentences. Comparative evaluation between four publicly published resume parsers confirmed the superiority of our text block classification algorithm. We believe that the iterative contextual line classification can further improve the independent line classification performed by coordination between line type classifier and line label classifier. For resume facts identification, we quantitively compared four kinds of sequence labelling classifiers. Experimental data indicated that BLSTM-CNNs-CRF was effective in performing named entity recognition task. Based on our proposed resume information extraction method, we developed an online resume parser. This system runs well in real condition. Most neural networks-based sequence labelling classifiers require extra engineered features to augment their sequence labelling performance except for BLSTM-CNNs-CRF. We performed the ablation study to verify that the CNN layer of BLSTM-CNNs-CRF was effective in extracting text features. CNNs are useful in capturing the morphological information of words simulating the process of designing various text features manually. Besides, comparative evaluation of different word embeddings suggested that the word representations were essential for named entity recognition task. For future study, we expect to enrich the functions of our online resume parser by incorporating the ontology concept. Through constructing the ontology for each person, we hope to develop a talent recommendation system.
